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 ABSTRACT: 
The aim of this paper is to define the concept of  compatible maps and its variants in the setting of digital metric spaces 
and establish some common fixed point results for these maps. Also, an application  of the proposed results is quoted in 
this note. 
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INTRODUCTION:  
Digital topology is an emerging  area based on general topology and functional analysis and  focuses on studying digital 
topological properties of n  dimensional digital spaces,  where as   Euclidean topology deals  with  topological 
properties of subspaces  of the  n  dimensional  real space, which has contributed to the study of some areas of 
computer sciences such as computer graphics, Image processing, approximation  theory,  mathematical  morphology,  
optimization theory  etc. Rosenfield  [15] was the first to consider digital topology as a  tool to study digital images. Boxer 
[4], then introduced the digital fundamental group of a discrete object and produced the digital versions of the topological 
concepts  [2], also later studied digital continuous functions [3]. Ege and Karaca [7,8,9] established relative and reduced  
Lefschetz  fixed point theorem for digital images and proposed the notion of a digital metric space and proved the famous  
Banach Contraction Principle for digital images.  
Fixed point theory  leads to lots of applications in mathematics , computer science, engineering, game theory, fuzzy 
theory, image processing and so forth [ 4, 7,14]. In metric spaces, this theory begins with the Banach fixed-point theorem 
which provides a constructive method of finding  fixed points and  an essential tool for solution of some problems in 
mathematics and engineering and consequently has been generalized in many ways.  Up to now, several developments 
have occurred in this area [ see  7,10,14,17,18]. A major shift in the arena of fixed point theory came in 1976 when Jungck 
[11], defined the concept of commutative maps and proved the common fixed point results for such maps. After which, 
Sessa [16] gave the concept of weakly compatible, and Jungck ([12,13])gave the concepts of compatibility and weak 
compatibility. Certain altercations of commutativity and compatibility can also be found in [1,6,14,19]. 
This paper is organized as follows. In the first part, we give the required background about the digital topology and fixed 
point theory. In the next section, we state and prove main results  for compatible mappings and compatible mappings of 
types (A) and (P) in digital metric spaces. Our results improve and generalize many other results existing  in  literature. 
Finally, we give an important application of fixed point theorem to digital images. Lastly, we make some conclusions. 
PRELIMINARIES     
Let  X  be subset of  
nZ   for a positive integer n  where nZ  is the set of lattice points in the 𝑛- dimensional Euclidean 
space and 𝜌 represent an adjacency relation for the members of X . A digital 
image consists of   ,X  .   
Definition 2.1 [4]: Let ,l n  be positive integers, 1 ≤ 𝑙 ≤ 𝑛 and two distinct points 
    nnn Zbbbbaaaa  ,...,,,,...,, 2121 ,  a and b  are lk - adjacent if there are at most 𝑙 indices 𝑖 such that  
1 ii ba  and for all other indices 𝑗 such that  jjjj baba  ,1 .  
A  -neighbour [4] of  nZa  is a point of  nZ  that is  - adjacent to a  where  26,18,8,6,4,2   and  
 3,2,1n . The set  
   abbaN   oadjacent t is   /    
is called the  - neighbourhood of a . A digital interval [12] is defined by   
   qzpZzqp
z
 /, , where Zqp , and qp  . 
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A digital image  
nZX   is   - connected [1] if and only if for every pair of different points  
,u v X ,  there is a set   ruuu ,...,, 10   of points of digital image X  such that ruvuu  ,0  and iu  and  iu   and 
1iu  are  - neighbours where 0,1,2,..., 1.i r   
Definition 2.2: Let      1,0 10 ,,,
nn
ZYZX    be digital images and YXT :   be a function, then 
(i)  𝑇 is said to be   10 ,  - continuous [5], if for all 0 - connected subset E of X ,  Ef  is a 1 - 
connected subset of Y . 
(ii)   For all 0 - adjacent points   10 ,uu   of X , either    10 uTuT     or  0uT  and   1uT are a 1 - 
adjacent in Y  if and only if T  is   10 , -continuous . 
(iii)  If T  is   10 ,  - continuous,  bijective  and  
1T  is   10 , - continuous, then T  is called   10 ,  - 
isomorphism [6]and denoted by   0 1,
.X Y
 
  
Definition 2.3 [7]:  A sequence  nx  of points of a digital metric space   , ,X d    is a Cauchy sequence if for all 
0  , there exists N   such that for all 𝑛,𝑚 > 𝛿, then   ,n md x x  . 
Definition 2.4 [7]:  A sequence  nx    of points of a digital metric space   , ,X d   converges to a limit 𝑝 ∈ 𝑋 if for all 
0  , there exists 𝛼 ∈ ℕ such that for all 𝑛 > 𝛿, then   ,nd x p  . 
Definition 2.5 [7]:  A digital metric space   , ,X d    is a complete digital metric space if any Cauchy sequence   nx  of 
points of  , ,X d    converges to a point p  of  , ,X d  . 
Definition 2.6 [7]: Let  , ,X d    be any digital metric space and     : , , , ,T X d X d    be a self digital map. If 
there exists  0,1    such that for all x X ,    , , ,d Tx Ty x y  then T  is called a digital contraction map.  
Proposition 2.8 [7]: Every digital contraction map is digitally continuous.  
Theorem 2.9 [7]: (Banach Contraction principle) Let  , ,X d    be a complete metric space which has a usual Euclidean 
metric in 
nZ . Let, :T X X  be a digital contraction map. Then T  has a unique fixed point, i.e. there exists a unique  
p X  such that   .T p p
 
3.      MAIN RESULTS  
Definition 3.1 [10]: Suppose that   , ,X d   is a complete digital metric space and  , :S T X X  be maps defined on 
X . Then S and T  are said to be commutative if , .S T T S x X     
Definition 3.2[10]: The self maps S and T  of a digital metric space  , ,X d  are said to be weakly commutative iff  
           , ,d S T x T S x d S x T x   for  all x X .  
Remark 3.3 [1]: Every pair of commutative maps is weakly commutative but the converse is not true.  
Definition 3.4:  Definition 3.4:  Let S and T be self maps of a digital metric space  , ,X d    and  nx   is a sequence in 
𝑋 such that    lim limn n
n n
S x T x t
 
   for some t 𝑡 in X . Then  
(i) S and T are said to be compatible if  lim , 0n n
n
d STx TSx

  
(ii) S and T are said to be compatible  of type   A if 
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  lim , 0n n
n
d STx TTx

 and      lim , 0n n
n
d TSx SSx


 
       (iii)           S and T are said to be compatible  of type   P if     lim , 0n n
n
d SSx TTx

  
 
Remark 3.5 : Note that the  maps which are commutative are clearly compatible but the converse is not true.  
Proposition 3.6 :  Let S and T be compatible maps of type  A on a digital metric space  , ,X d  . If one of  S and 
T is continuous, then S and T  are compatible. 
Proof :  Since S and T are compatible maps of type  A ,so 
 lim , 0n n
n
d STx TTx

 and      lim , 0n n
n
d TSx SSx

 , whenever  nx   is a sequence in 𝑋 such that 
lim limn n
n n
Sx Tx t
 
   for some 𝑡 in X . Let S is continuous, then  
lim n
n
STx St

  and lim n
n
SSx St

  and hence  
     , , ,n n n n n nd STx TSx d STx SSx d SSx TSx   
Letting  n , we have  lim , 0,n n
n
d STx TSx

  implies S and T are compatible.  
Proposition 3.7. Let S and T be compatible maps on a digital metric space  , ,X d  into itself. Suppose that  
lim limn n
n n
Sx Tx t
 
   for some t X . Then  
(a)   lim n
n
STx Tt

  if T  is continuous at t . 
 (b)  lim n
n
TSx St

  if S  is continuous at t . 
Proof:  (a)  Suppose T is continuous at t . Since  lim limn n
x x
Sx Tx t
 
   for some t X , we have lim n
n
TSx Tt

 . 
Since S and T be compatible maps, we have  
     , , , 0n n n nd STx Tt d STx TTx d TTx Tt    as nand hence the proof. 
(b) The proof of  lim n
n
TSx St

  follows by similar arguments as in (a). 
Proposition 3.8 [13]. Let S and T be compatible maps on a digital metric space  , ,X d  into itself.  If  St Tt  for 
some  t X , then  STt TSt SSt TTt   . 
Theorem  3.1  Let , ,A B S and T  be four self-mappings of a complete digital  metric space   , ,X d  satisfying the 
following conditions: 
 (a)    S X B X and    T X A X ; 
 (b) the pairs  ,A S and  ,B T are compatible; 
 (c) one of  , ,S T Aand B  is continuous;  
(d)           , max , , , , , , , ,d Sx Ty d Ax By d Sx Ax d Sx By x y X      
where     : 0, 0,     is a continuous and monotone increasing function such that   , 0t t t    . Then 
, ,A B S and T  have a unique common  fixed  point in X . 
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Proof.  Since    S X B X , we can consider a point 0x X , there exists  1x X  such that  
0 1 0Sx Bx y  . Also, for this point 1x , there exists  2x X  such that 1 2 1Tx Ax y  . Continuing in this way, we 
can construct a sequence   ny  in X  such that 
2 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 2,n n n n n ny Sx Bx y Tx Ax        for each 0.n   
 Now, we have to show that  ny  is Cauchy sequence in  , ,X d  . Indeed, it follows that, for all  
 1,n   
   2 2 1 2 2 1, ,n n n nd y y d Sx Tx   
                         
       
       
    
22 2 1 2 2 2 1
2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2
2 1 2 2 1 2
max , , , , ,
max , , , , ,
, ,
nn n n x n n
n n n n n n
n n n n
d Ax Bx d Sx Ax d Sx Bx
d y y d y y d y y
d y y d y y



 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Therefore, the sequence    2 2 1,n nd y y   is strictly decreasing. Then there exists 0r   such that 
 2 2 1lim ,n n
n
d y y r

 . Suppose that 0r  , then, letting n  in above equation,   ,r r r  which is 
impossible . Hence, 0r  , that is, 
 2 2 1lim , 0n n
n
d y y 

 . 
By the completeness of X , there exists z X  such that  ny   as n . Consequently, the subsequences  
2 2 2 1, ,n n nSx Ax Tx   and 2 1nBx   of   ny also converge to a point z X . Now, suppose that  A  is continuous. Then  
 2nAAx and   2nASx  converge to Az  A as n . Since the mappings A and S  are compatible on X , it 
follows from Proposition 3.7 that   2nSAx  converge to Az   as n . Now, we claim that  Az z .  
Consider,  
         2 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 1, max , , , , ,n n n n n n n nd SAx Tx d AAx Bx d SAx AAx d SAx Bx       
Letting  n , we have 
           , max , , , , , ,d Az z d Az z d Az Az d Az z d Az z    , 
implies  .Az z   Again, from (d), we obtain 
         2 1 2 1 2 1, max , , , , ,n n nd Sz Tx d Az Bx d Sz Az d Sz Bx       
Letting  n , we get  .Sz z  Thus, since    S X B X , there exists  u X  such that  
.z Az Sz Bu   . By using (d), we can obtain 
           , , max , , , , , 0 .d z Tu d Sz Tu d Az Bu d Sz Az d Sz Bu z Tu        
Since B  and T  are compatible on  X  and  z Tu Bu  , by Proposition 3.8, we have  TBu BTu  and hence 
Bz TBu BTu Tz   . Also, we have 
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             , , , max , , , , ,d z Bz d z Tz d Sz Tz d Az Bz d Sz Az d Sz Bz       
yields  z Tz Bz  and so z  is a common fixed point of  , ,A B S and .T  Similarly, we can use above assertion in 
case of continuity of  B or S orT  and  uniqueness of the common fixed point  follows directly from  the condition (d) and 
hence the proof follows. 
Theorem  3.2.  Let , ,A B S and T  be four self-mappings of a complete digital  metric space   , ,X d  satisfying the 
following conditions: 
 (a)    S X B X and    T X A X ; 
 (b) the pairs  ,A S and  ,B T are compatible; 
 (c) one of  , ,S T Aand B  is continuous;  
(d)           , max , , , , , , , ,d Sx Ty d Ax By d Sx Ax d Sx By x y X    
For some   0,1 . Then , ,A B S and T  have a unique common  fixed  point in X. 
Proof.   If  we set  t t  , we get the result. 
Theorem 3.3. Let , ,A B S and T be four self-mappings of a complete digital  metric space   , ,X d   satisfying the 
conditions (a), (c) and (d). If the pairs  ,A S  and  ,B T  are compatible of type  A , then , ,A B S and T have a 
unique common fixed point in X . 
Proof.  Theorem is direct consequence of  proposition  3.6 and theorem 3.1. 
Applications of Common Fixed Point Theorems in Digital Metric Space  
In this section, we give an application of digital contractions to solve the problem related to image compression. The aim of 
image compression is to reduce redundant image information in the digital image. When we store an image we may come 
across certain type of problems like either memory data is usually too large or stored image has not more information than 
original image. Also,  the quality of compressed image can be poor. For this reason, we must pay attention to compress a 
digital image. Fixed point theorem can be used for  image compression of a digital image. 
CONCLUSION : 
The aim of this paper is to introduce common fixed point theorems for the digital metric spaces, using  compatible  maps 
and its variants. This concept may come handy in the image processing and redefinement of the image storage. The 
redefinition of the same slot of memory is a proposed application of the proposed concept of the paper. 
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